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TIERRA means land, ground, or earth in Spanish.

Founded in 2021, TIERRA META is composed of real estate professionals from various backgrounds. Based on
our long-term observations of the global real estate market, we now want to take the lead in the upcoming
changes in the real estate investment market providing a variety of real estate-related investment
opportunities through blockchain technology. By tokenizing the real estate shares, individual investors will be
able to own a real property with a small amount of investment. The real estate projects will be decided by
TIERRA’s Alliance Team in the initial stages of the service. But we will make efforts to convert it into a fully
decentralized real estate platform in the near future through the influx of users, partners and communities.
We also plan to build an architectural rendering NFT market to share the works of various artists and
architects around the world and to create profits. TIERRA META hopes to work with people working in
different real estate markets around the world and collaborate with those who are interested in this market
so that we can offer the best investment options.

Message from TIERRA META
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Year 2021, we are living in an unprecedented era. Following the Covid-19 pandemic, most countries around the
world have been printing huge amounts of money, so much so that it is being called the “Helicopter Money,”
which refers to a type of monetary stimulus strategy that increases the quantity of the money supply and
directly distributes cash to the public in order to stimulate the economy. Unlike previous practice of using
quantitative easing policies to reduce the leverage of banks, the government is now borrowing cash from the
central bank to directly back up its own finances and supply it to the market economy.

The above graph illustrates the increase in the money supply of a U.S. dollar from 1990 to the present. It clearly
shows the steep rise from 2020.

The purchasing power (value) of the U.S. dollar, which is not only the national currency of the United States but
also the world’s reserve currency, has been falling since the establishment of the Federal Reserve (FED), the
central bank of the U.S., in 1912. The purchasing power of the dollar - its value in terms of what it can buy-has
decreased by 99 percent over a period of 100 years. We must realize that cash, which has been one of our main
assets, is losing its value every minutes.

With the value of cash falling, what other assets can we turn to that have a stable value? The answer is tangible
asset. There are various types of tangible, or physical assets and the most standard types include real estate and
gold bullion among other collectibles. Gold and real estate have long been recognized as ‘a means of storing
value’. And there is a new class of asset that has been touted as “digital gold,” known as Bitcoin, a
cryptocurrency that was created following the 2008 financial crisis.

Background
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Evolution of Money
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People who used to barter with livestock in an agricultural society, switched the medium of exchange to gold
and other precious jewelry. Technology advancement allowed electronic transactions using credit cards. Now
a blockchain based cryptocurrency has appeared in the world. As such, money has evolved in various forms
over time. Despite such transformation, the fundamental function, and the role of money (unit of account,
medium of exchange, a of store of value) remained unchanged. Key conditions for an item to be a means of
storing value can be classified into the following 8 categories:

Key conditions to be a store of value

Money has evolved with the development of mankind. 

Livestock Gold Jewelry Fiat Money

Cryptocurrency Electronic Payment Credit Card



Store of Value : Gold and Bitcoin
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Gold is a physical asset that has a practical utility
and an intrinsic value. For this reason, gold has
served as a currency and a store of value for the
longest period in human history. Despite its
advantage, it is not very portable nor easily
decomposable

After the 2008 financial crisis, Bitcoin appeared as a
cryptocurrency for Peer-to-Peer (hereinafter “P2P”)
transactions. However, it is not yet considered as a
sufficient means for transaction but as a means of
storing value like gold. Its stability, however, is not
like gold that its price fluctuates up to 90 percent
from its peak due to severe price volatility

Let us first compare gold with bitcoin. 



Store of Value : Real Estate
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Because there is no real estate that is same in the world, all real estate is extremely rare. Because you can earn
monthly income by simply owning the real estate unlike gold and bitcoin, real estate has long been the most
preferred investment for the wealthy, and it has steadily increased in value and utilization. However, purchasing
real estate is not as easy as purchasing gold or bitcoin. Compared to other assets, you can only buy in bulk and
therefore you will need large amount of cash. Moreover, due to its low liquidity, it takes time to cash it out

What if real estate assets can be divided by tokens through blockchain technology?

If real estate can be tokenized and traded in small amounts, it can be the next best investment option

SOURCE: imf.org



Problem & Solution
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TIERRA META offers people around the world with opportunities to own various types of real estate across
the globe with a small amount of money.

Real estate/ Individual ownership/Real estate tokenization/ Real estate share token/ Group ownership Real estate
tokenization, as shown above, divide a single share of the real estate that an individual holds into multiple tokens
through blockchain technology so that multiple people can simultaneously possess the real estate in a form of
share/token. Real estate share token holders will receive rental income of the property in proportion to their
respective shares. When the price of the property rises, the token price as well as the rental income will rise
respectively. However, a platform where the real estate share token can be freely traded is not yet exists due to
legal regulations. Real estate share token is generally categorized as a security token, and many countries
currently restrict security tokens transactions. To mitigate this limitation, TIERRA META offers real estate
guaranteed Non-Fungible Token (hereinafter “NFT” or “TIERRA NFT”).



TIERRA META : Overview
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MISSION
TIERRA META intends to provide opportunities to invest in various types of real estate across the globe with a
small amount of money. TIERRA META issues a real estate guaranteed NFT (the TIERRA NFT) and provides a
decentralized finance (hereinafter “DeFi”) platform. Users of TIERRA META will be able to freely trade and/or
stake TIERRA NFT at the TIERRA platform.

FEATURE Because TIERRA NFT is issued based on the real estate, TIERRA NFT has stability and profitability at
the same time. TIERRA NFT guarantees fixed rate of return that is equivalent to the monthly rent of specific
properties with TIERRA NFT. In the case of real estate development NFT, NFT owners will have rights to
goodwill, business right, or stake of property depending on the project.

GLOBAL REAL ESTATE TIERRA META has established and continues to forge partnerships with key players in
the global real estate market to provide globally diversified real estate portfolio to our users.

PROFESSIONALISM The members of TIERRA META consists of real estate professionals from all categories
within the industry: Architects, landlords, real estate asset manager, developer, real estate agents, real estate
researcher, real estate fund manager, etc. (hereinafter the “Tierra Alliance”).

DISCLOSURE TIERRA META’s Tierra Alliance will carefully review each real estate with the partnered appraisal
firm and accounting firm to provide the most accurate information. The information will be given to our
platform users and noticed accordingly.

DECENTRALIZED FINANCE Users of the TIERRA platform will use TIERRA NFT to receive rewards by staking or
lockup through the platform. NFT owners can also sell their NFT at other NFT marketplaces.

MULTI WALLET TIERRA META will provide multi wallet service in order for users to easily swap their
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum to TIERRA NFT within the platform. Users will also be able to
easily store and manage their NFT through the multi wallet.

CROWDFUNDING Not only TIERRA META provides opportunities for the investors, but TIERRA META also
allows the partners to crowdfund for the real estate development, acquisition, or management projects. Such
as developers or real estate asset managers can partner up with TIERRA META in order to crowdfund for their
new real estate projects.

TIERRA DAO TIERRA META will start off issuing TIERRA NFTs after strict review by the Tierra Alliance. However
as user grows, TIERRA META intends to bring Decentralized Autonomous Organization (hereonafter “DAO”) to
the community so that the TIERRA DAOs can make decision for projects on the real estate development,
management, and acquisitions



TIERRA META : Business Model
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As an NFT issuing platform, TIERRA META intends to build a diversified real estate related portfolio by
collaborating with landlords, real estate developers, and real estate management companies around the
world. Platform users can pick and own various types of real estate (residential, commercial, industrial, or
retail).



TIERRA META : Token Economy
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TIERRA Token can be bought on centralized exchanges or swapped on decentralized exchanges and through
TIERRA META multi wallet.TIERRA Token can be bought on centralized exchanges or swapped on decentralized
exchanges and through TIERRA META multi wallet

TIERRA TOKEN (TRMT)

TIERRA Token is built on Ethereum blockchain which
will be listed on centralized and decentralized
exchanges. The token can also be swapped through
TIERRA META multi wallet with Bitcoin (BTC),
Ethereum(ETH) and USDC. It will be used as a
governance token within TIERRA META platform as a
reward token and transaction fees. TIERRA Token
holders can also get voting rights and act as TIERRA
DAO in the future when the platform ultimate DAO.

TIERRA NFT

TIERRA NFT is a real estate guaranteed NFT. The
number of NFT issuance and the issue price can vary;
however, it will be a stable coin that is linked to the
particular real estate price. Price of each TIERRA NFT
will be assured by the specifically assigned portion of
the real estate. Token owners will have option to
stake, lock-up, or sell through various NFT
Marketplace. If token is staked or locked-up on the
platform, owners can receive reward with TIERRA
Token through blockchain by smart contract. TIERRA
NFT will be issued in digital art form.



TIERRA META : TIERRA NFT
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Ownership TIERRA NFT owners will have equivalent ownership rights to the stake of the particular real estate.
The token can represent different types of ownership depending on the real estate projects. (certification of
ownership, construction contract, lease agreement, site development business right etc.) The owners can also
make votes on the operation of the particular real estate projects.

Rental Income, Development Profit

Profits from liquidated assets through TIERRA META will go to TIERRA NFT owners. Rewards will be sent with
TIERRA Token to each blockchain address. If a particular real estate project is closed and the real estate is sold,
the profit accrued can also be realized.



The properties can be various types such as houses, apartments,
condominiums, officetels, and many others. It may be leased by the
lessee or one of the TIERRA NFT owners may be the lessee. Residential
real estate NFT owners can receive rewards equivalent to the monthly
rental income of the property in TIERRA Tokens, and capital
appreciation on the property.

Commercial real estate NFT owners can check the status of the lessee
and exercise the right to vote on lease management and overall
property management. NFT owners can receive rewards equivalent to
the monthly rental income of the property in TIERRA NFT, and capital
appreciation of the property

TIERRA META : Types of TIERRA NFT
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TIERRA NFT issued on the platform will be carefully reviewed and verified by the TIERRA META’s real estate
experts, the Tierra Alliance

Real estate development projects can be risky but may have higher
return. Real estate development project NFT can also be in various
forms depending on the project status. (Real estate project
management right (the “PM right”), sales right, land equity,
construction right, etc.)

Retail NFT represents in a case of directly operating a variety of
commercial facilities such as restaurants, cafes, hotels, clothing stores,
amusement facilities and many others. NFT owners may be rewarded
with equivalent to the monthly rental of the business or may be
rewarded with a portion of the sales in TIERRA NFT.

It is an architectural rendering NFT market of various designs and
concepts by architects and 3D artists around the world. In order to
build a diverse but consistent architectural rendering NFT market,
rendered NFTs will be listed after careful review by the Tierra Alliance. It
is a space where artists and architects can list and sell their works as
NFTs and share architectural design concept ideas from all around the
world.



TIERRA META : Global Real Estate
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The chart below shows the real estate price indexes of 5 different countries from 1908 to 2017

The chart above demonstrates that the economic situation of each country may be different depending on the 
time period, thus volatility of real estate prices can also be different. TIERRA META intends to provide 
opportunities to own various types of real estate across the globe with small investment. Through TIERRA META, 
users can hold part of various real estate NFTs to build diverse portfolio and freely sell them whenever they want.

SOURCE: imf.org



TIERRA NFT
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TIERRA META‘s partner - SCAPE Development’s Deal Pipeline



TIERRA NFT
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TIERRA META‘s partner - SCAPE Development’s Deal Pipeline



TIERRA META‘s partner - SCAPE Development’s Deal Pipeline

TIERRA NFT
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Architects NFT Market

In addition to the real estate guaranteed NFT, TIERRA META also offers an architectural rendering NFT market.
Metaverse and virtual reality is not only matter of tech-companies. As the Covid-19 became the new normal,
many companies, not only giant tech companies such as Google/Apple/Samsung, have adopted remote working
and virtual communication. Metaverse market is also actively responding to this trend introducing work-related
applications, virtual music concert, art exhibitions, etc.

Because every metaverse requires new virtual place to be built, more architectural renderings will be in need.
TIERRA META’s Architect NFT market will be the very first architectural rendering NFT market that invites
creative and artistic products.

* The above image is a screen capture of the interview who sold architectural rendering in a NFT market.
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SOURCE : YOUTUBE - CNBC Television (screenshot taken)



Architects NFT Market

TIERRA META’s Architect NFT market invites not just 3D artists, architects, designer but everyone who has no
background in art. In the initial phase, rendered NFTs will only be listed after careful review by the Tierra Alliance
in order to build a diverse but consistent architectural rendering NFT market. Any listed rendered NFTs will be
available for sale at the TIERRA platform. The price of the listed rendered NFT will be determined through
discussions with the artist and the Tierra Alliance. TIERRA META’s Architect NFT Market will offer artists an
opportunity to showcase their creative designs, and investors diverse art pieces to own and invest. Owners of the
rendered NFT will be able to utilize the design both virtually (through Metaverse or etc.) and physically (via
traditional construction).
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Global NFT Market
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The below chart represents steep increases in NFT users

As shown above, the NFT users are significantly increasing from 2020. As of today (2021.08.31), number of NFT
users counts 15 million and users of internet is about 7.9 billion

. As the number of NFT users is expected to continuously grow and there is sufficient infrastructure (the internet),
it is very likely that metaverse/virtual reality will become new normal of us all. TIERRA META will take the lead in
the upcoming changes providing diverse investment opportunities from real estate guaranteed NFT to virtual
architectural rendering/ design idea/ etc. through blockchain technology. The below chart shows number of
worldwide internet users

SOURCE : Dune Analytics
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Token Distribution
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TIERRA Alliance
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TEAM

ADVISOR

Sungjoon Chae
CEO, Architect
Harvard University
SPOA

Steve Baik
CSO
Columbia University
KPMG

Younghoon Hwang
COO
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Won Real Estate
Blockmedia

Jangwon Yoon
CFO, KICPA
Sogang University 
KPMG
Ernst & Young

Jack Kim 
CIO
Miraeasset Global Investment

Steven Park
CMO

James Liu
Director of blockchain sector at APAC Amazon

Tianyi Wang
CEO at Risland US real estate development

Todd Lee
Certified real estate appraiser

Myongbo Kim
Certified Lawyer
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